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Abstract: The adoption of recommender systems in business-to-business (B2B) can make the manage-
ment of companies more efficient. Although the importance of recommendation is increasing with the
expansion of B2B e-commerce, not enough studies on B2B recommendations have been conducted.
Due to several differences between B2B and business-to-consumer (B2C), the B2B recommender
system should be defined differently. This paper presents a new perspective on the explainable B2B
recommender system using the knowledge graph attention network for recommendation (KGAT).
Unlike traditional recommendation systems that suggest products to consumers, this study focuses
on recommending potential buyers to sellers. Additionally, the utilization of the KGAT attention
mechanisms enables the provision of explanations for each company’s recommendations. The Korea
Electronic Taxation System Association provides the Market Transaction Dataset in South Korea,
and this research shows how the dataset is utilized in the knowledge graph (KG). The main tasks
can be summarized in three points: (i) suggesting the application of an explainable recommender
system in B2B for recommending potential customers, (ii) extracting the performance-enhancing
features of a knowledge graph, and (iii) enhancing keyword extraction for trading items to improve
recommendation performance. We can anticipate providing good insight into the development of the
industry via the utilization of the B2B recommendation of potential customer prediction.

Keywords: potential customer; explainable recommendation; knowledge graph; high-order
connectivity; NLP

1. Introduction

Recommender systems have become increasingly important in various areas, such
as music, movies, books, online shopping, news, points of interest (POIs), and e-learning
materials, due to the growth of e-commerce and the increase in data volume [1,2]. While
most B2C online services are equipped with diverse recommender system algorithms, B2B
online services have received comparatively less attention from researchers, despite the
growth of e-commerce in both sectors. Understanding differences between B2B and B2C
is imperative for developing an appropriate approach to recommender systems for B2B.
These differences include customers, transaction prices, product volumes, sales cycles, pur-
chase decision processes, and trading relationships as highlighted by Saha et al. (2014) [3].
B2B transactions target companies dealing with many high-priced products, with longer
sales cycles and decision-making processes. This emphasizes the importance of trading
relationships in B2B, while B2C tends to prioritize the product. Furthermore, B2B pur-
chasing decisions are typically driven by planned and logical needs, unlike the impulse
purchases often seen in B2C transactions. Thus, recommender systems for B2B require a
different approach.
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There are not many papers available on B2B recommender systems due to the confi-
dentiality and non-disclosure of inter-company transaction data. In this paper, three papers
related to B2B recommendation systems are identified. One paper proposes a framework
for a B2B recommender system [4], and another paper suggests a hybrid model and its
applicability to B2B as a case study [5]. However, unlike this paper, the first thesis focuses
on a framework that recommends suppliers to buyers. In B2B, most buyers have specific
requirements and order in a planned way [3]. They need search engines rather than a
recommender system since they know what they want. In the second paper, the model
is based on collaborative filtering (CF), not utilizing side information. Side information
refers to information other than the user’s interaction with the item, such as the user profile,
item properties, item reviews, and the user’s social network [2,6]. If side information is
used together, more diverse recommendations can be made than CF. Apart from these two
papers, there is another B2B recommendation study similar to this one, which proposes a
supplier-centric recommendation system [7]. Nevertheless, its objective is to recommend
the supplier’s products to client companies using a co-clustering technique. Furthermore,
the difference from this research is that it relies solely on the past purchase network without
utilizing side information to identify recommendation candidates.

This study intends to present two new perspectives on how recommender systems can
be utilized in B2B. (1) Recommending buyers to sellers. The system aims to recommend
buyers to sellers, contrary to the more conventional recommendation pair, which is items to
buyers, and this is done as such for two reasons. Firstly, relationship plays a crucial part in
B2B transaction. Secondly, recommending sellers to buyers could be less effective because
buyers make a planned and rational transaction [3]. Consequently, this manuscript focuses
on the perspective of a company that sells products and recommends buyers unexpected
by them to help discover customers (i.e., compared with the generic terms of recommender
systems, users become suppliers, and items become buyers in this study). (2) Explainability
must be guaranteed. In B2B, where the transaction amount is large and long term, it is
not enough to recommend a company without explanation. For a recommender system to
become a service in B2B, it needs to be able to explain what made the recommendations so
that sales and marketing teams can also use the analysis.

Many algorithms have been developed to recommend products that meet the tastes of
customers. CF is a popular method for recommendation systems, along with content-based,
hybrid, and knowledge-based methods [2]. However, CF methods perform poorly in sparse
data due to their inability to model side information [6]. To address this limitation, various
recommendation systems have incorporated side information, including supervised learn-
ing (SL) and knowledge-based models. While SL models such as factorization machine [8],
neural factorization machine [9], Wide&Deep [10], and AutoInt [11] are effective, they
have limited capacity to explain recommendation outcomes. For instance, AutoInt is an
SL model that identifies meaningful combination features through correlations between
different feature fields [11], yet it cannot reveal the individual characteristics of users. Thus,
to provide more persuasive recommendations that take into account specific variable cor-
relations for each user, this study utilizes the knowledge-based KGAT (knowledge graph
attention network for recommendation) model [6]. Other well-known knowledge-based
models, such as CFKG [12] and KGCN [13], are considered, but the KGAT is selected
as the primary model for this paper. The KGAT considers network information in its
recommendations and employs a knowledge graph (KG), which is a heterogeneous graph
capturing information about items and their attributes, to understand the mutual rela-
tions between entities [2]. The KGAT possesses strengths in providing explainable and
personalized recommendations.

This project not only proposes a new perspective on the B2B recommender system
but also provides explainability for individual company recommendations through the
attention mechanism from B2B transaction statements. Additionally, it suggests a perfor-
mance improvement method through feature extraction and data preprocessing from B2B
transaction data. This research offers new insights into the potential application of recom-
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mender systems in the B2B domain, enabling the analysis of big data transactions between
companies. The main tasks of this study are summarized as follows: (1) proposing a new
perspective on applying an explainable recommender system in B2B potential customer
identification; (2) extracting features from B2B transaction statements that can be used in
a knowledge graph; and (3) advancing keyword extraction techniques for trade items to
improve modeling performance.

2. Theoretical Background

As data have become abundant, B2B has evolved to enable the recommendation of
similar companies based on their purchase history. Unlike typical recommendation systems
that recommend products to customers, this paper introduces a novel perspective in the
B2B context by suggesting recommendations of potential customers to suppliers. This
is because, in the B2B context, buyers are generally aware of the products they desire
and make purchases under planned conditions, rendering product recommendations less
essential [3]. By recommending suitable potential customers to suppliers, these suppli-
ers can identify future customers, and these potential customers can receive the desired
products. This approach results in time savings for both parties. Furthermore, through
data analysis utilizing deep neural networks, not only B2B experts but also non-experts
can track recommendation outcomes to gain market insights. By analyzing a company’s
transaction trends, it is possible to identify core transaction items and pinpoint popular
products and potential areas for improvement.

In the context of B2B, characterized by substantial and crucial transactions, the loom-
ing potential for high risks underscores the necessity for robust recommendations to guide
decision making. Thus, a recommendation algorithm capable of elucidating the rationale
behind individual recommendations is essential. As a solution, the KGAT model is em-
ployed, which provides personalized and relevant recommendations by synergistically
combining graph-based representation learning with the attention mechanism [6]. The
KGAT leverages the structured nature of a knowledge graph, encoding relationships be-
tween entities along with their attributes, such as transaction history, industry sector, and
more. Through learning entity representations within the graph, the KGAT captures both
the inherent characteristics of entities and the intricate interactions among them. This
synergistic approach empowers the KGAT to deliver recommendations that are not only
more accurate but also contextually aware. Upon comparing multiple recommendation
models during this project, the KGAT provides a detailed rationale and demonstrates
strong overall performance.

3. Related Work
3.1. B2B Recommender System

B2B recommendation systems have been the subject of several research papers. Among
them, three papers have been selected for comparison. One paper introduces a framework
for the system in B2B e-commerce [4]. In contrast to this paper, the focus is on the system’s
framework rather than the recommendation model itself. Additionally, while this paper
focuses on recommending suppliers to buyers, it discusses the structure of recommending
buyers to suppliers.

The second paper describes an item-based trust module, which is a variation of the
collaborative filtering (CF) model [5]. It calculates trust matrices for users and items
and utilizes a hybrid prediction module to forecast user–item ratings. Unlike the current
research, it constructs a B2B recommendation system using rating data from companies.
Furthermore, this paper differs by not incorporating side information when retrieving
candidate recommendations.

Finally, the third paper proposes a supplier-centric B2B recommendation system
similar to the perspective of this research [7]. However, its emphasis lies in recommending
products that suppliers can offer to customers, rather than suggesting buyer companies. the
third paper utilizes the co-clustering technique and relies on the past purchase history of
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customers to identify recommendation candidates. This research distinguishes itself from
previous studies by aiming to provide a potential customer recommendation system in B2B
using evidence-based approaches and incorporating side information within the model.

3.2. Recommendation Models

In this study, a comparative analysis is conducted among the KGAT, KGCN, AutoInt,
and factorization machine (FM) models [6,8,11,13]. Among these models, the hypothesis is
posited that the KGAT model would be particularly well-suited for the B2B dataset, and
the empirical results validate this hypothesis.

The knowledge graph attention network (KGAT) is a deep learning recommender
model that effectively utilizes interactions with a knowledge graph to generate personal-
ized recommendations. The KGAT offers several advantages in recommendation tasks,
including the ability to capture high-order connectivity and provide explanations for each
company through the attention mechanism. The attention mechanism in the KGAT com-
putes attention weights for entities and relations in the knowledge graph, allowing for a
more precise modeling of their importance. Moreover, as the KGAT is built upon the archi-
tecture of graph convolution networks, it is well-equipped to deliver accurate predictions
on the network structure present in the market transaction dataset.

Moving on to the KGCN model, this deep learning approach focuses on leveraging
graph convolutional networks to capture and incorporate the structural information present
in the knowledge graph. The KGCN aims to improve the recommendation performance by
effectively utilizing the graph structure and its inherent relationships. The model exploits
the power of graph convolutional layers to aggregate information from neighboring entities,
enabling it to capture the complex interactions and dependencies within the B2B dataset.
However, in contrast to attention mechanisms, it lacks the capacity to overtly elucidate
rationales for individual recommendations.

AutoInt, on the other hand, is a model that combines deep learning with the attention
mechanism to enhance recommendation accuracy. It employs self-attention mechanisms
to capture the dependencies between different feature dimensions, enabling the model to
effectively learn feature interactions and generate personalized recommendations. AutoInt
offers the advantage of being able to capture both low-order and high-order feature in-
teractions, which can be beneficial in the context of B2B recommendation systems, where
complex relationships between features exist. Nevertheless, similar to the KGCN, it does
not offer explicit explications for individual recommendation justifications.

Lastly, the FM model is a classic approach used in recommendation systems. It
models feature interactions through factorization techniques, allowing it to capture both
linear and non-linear relationships between features. FM is known for its efficiency and
ability to handle sparse datasets, making it a popular choice in various recommendation
scenarios. However, it exhibits limitations in modeling complex relationships and high-
order interactions.

4. Overall Process of the KGAT Recommender System

The overall process of the KGAT model can be summarized in four parts: data prepa-
ration, collaborative knowledge graph (CKG) embedding layer, attention embedding prop-
agation layers, prediction layer, and optimization. The following passages are a rephrased
rendition of the content from the KGAT [6].

The first step in building the KGAT model is to prepare the data, which involves
creating a user–item bipartite graph and knowledge graph. These two graphs are then com-
bined to form a hybrid structure called the collaborative knowledge graph (CKG). Figure 1
illustrates an example of CKG. The user–item bipartite graph G1 represents the relationship
between users U and items I, which is defined as {(u, yui, i) | u ∈ U, i ∈ I}, where yui = 1
if a link exists between them [6]. In contrast to the typical B2C recommendation system
data, this paper considers users as suppliers and items as buyers. The knowledge graph
typically illustrates the relationship between item I and its side information e. KG G2 is
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represented as a set of triplets {(h, r, t) | h, t ∈ E, r ∈ R}, where head entity h and tail entity
t can represent either an item or side information, and r denotes the relationship between
them [6]. In the context of B2B data, I represents buyers, while side information about them
is represented as e. Then, CKG is a unified graph that merges the user–item bipartite graph
and KG. So, CKG is represented as {(h, r, t) | h, t ∈ E′, r ∈ R′}, where E′ is the union of E
and U, and R′ includes the interaction relation [6].

Figure 1. Illustration of the KGAT model framework.

The second step is to create the collaborative knowledge graph (CKG) embedding
layer, which involves learning low-dimensional representations of the nodes in CKG by
utilizing graph-embedding techniques. This step helps to capture the interactions between
users, items, and their side information in the low-dimensional space. In the KGAT, TransR
is employed as the graph-embedding technique [14]. TransR is a technique that uses distinct
embedding spaces for entities and relations within a knowledge graph, taking into account
their unique properties and characteristics. The embedding for h, r, and t is expressed as
eh, et ∈ Rd and er ∈ Rk. With the given triplet (h, r, t), one of the objective functions is
as follows:

LKG = ∑
(h,r,t,t′)∈Γ

−lnσ
(
‖Wreh + er −Wret′‖2

2 − ‖Wreh + er −Wret‖2
2

)
(1)

Here, Γ = {(h, r, t, t′) | (h, r, t) ∈ G, (h, r, t′) /∈ G}, and t′ represents a broken tail that is
obtained by randomly replacing one of the entities in a valid triplet [6]. Wr is the parameter
matrix for relation r. This matrix helps the model to incorporate the relation information into
the learned representations. σ(·) is the sigmoid function. This sigmoid function compresses
the input value to a range between 0 and 1. The function penalizes the model when the
triplet in the knowledge graph is not true, with the degree of penalty being determined by
a pairwise ranking loss in Equation (1). The model adjusts its parameters to minimize this
loss function, thereby enhancing the performance of the recommender system.

After applying TransR, the KGAT utilizes the attentive embedding propagation layers
to recursively propagate the learned embeddings to other entities in the graph. The
embeddings learned in the previous step are utilized to update the embeddings through
the attentive propagation layer. This enables the KGAT to learn high-order relations
and capture the complex structural information of KG [6]. To consider the first-order
connectivity of entity h, it is computed by the linear combination of et:

eNh = ∑
(h,r,t)∈Nh

π′(h, r, t)et (2)

where Nh is a triple neighbor set for entity h. The KGAT applies the relational attention
mechanism via implementing π′(h, r, t). π′(h, r, t) represents the attention weights, indicat-
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ing the importance propagated from t to h under the condition of relation r. The expression
of π′(h, r, t) is normalized using the softmax function:

π′(h, r, t) =
exp(π(h, r, t))

∑(h,r′ ,t′)∈Nh
exp(π(h, r′, t′))

(3)

π′(h, r, t) is composed of (h, r, t), and the detailed formula is as follows:

π(h, r, t) = (Wret)
Ttanh((Wreh + er)) (4)

The tanh function is chosen as the nonlinear activation function, and the attention
weights are assigned using the inner product method with learnable parameters Wr. Next,
the entity representation eh and its ego-network representations eNh are combined to create

a new representation of entity h [6]. This is expressed as e(1)h = f (eh, eNh), where the
bi-interaction aggregator is utilized as f (∗) in this paper:

fBi−interaction = LeakyReLU(w1(eh + eNh)) + LeakyReLU(w2(eh � eNh)) (5)

High-order propagation involves stacking propagation layers to create multiple stacks,
where the lth steps can be expressed as e(l)h = f (e(l−1)

h , e(l−1)
Nh

).
In the prediction layer, the KGAT utilizes the layer-aggregation mechanism to con-

catenate the representations of each step into one vector. And then, the prediction of
the matching score between a user and item is achieved via an inner product of their
corresponding representations:

ŷ(u, i) = (e(0)u ‖· · · ‖e
(L)
u )T(e(0)i ‖· · · ‖e

(L)
i ) (6)

The final objective function of the KGAT comprises two loss functions. One of the loss
functions is used to learn Equation (1), while the other loss function is defined as follows:

LCF = ∑
(u,i,j)∈O

−lnσ(ŷ(u, i)− ŷ(u, j)) (7)

Set O contains triples (u, i, j), where (u, i) belongs to the set of observed interactions
between user u and item i, and (u, j) belongs to the set of unobserved interactions. The acti-
vation functions is the sigmoid function. The final objective function with L2 regularization
is as follows:

LKGAT = LKG + LCF + λ‖Θ‖2
2 (8)

Two loss functions are alternatively optimized during the training process. The loss
function LKG, as expressed in Equation (1), is used to optimize the structural embedding
from KG. On the other hand, LCF is utilized to optimize the pairwise ranking from KG [6].

5. Recommender System for Identifying B2B Prospects
5.1. Building B2B Knowledge Graphs of Buyers

Section 5 provides a detailed description of the B2B transaction data used in the
research for studying the B2B recommendation system. It outlines the construction of
knowledge graphs based on the data, specifying the types of relationships or links de-
fined within these knowledge graphs. These relationships can encompass various aspects,
such as the transaction history, industry sectors, customer preferences, or other relevant
attributes that play a crucial role in B2B interactions. The section also highlights the efforts
made to enhance the performance of the recommendation system using the available data,
discussing a preprocessing step that involves extracting keywords from item names to
better understand the patterns within the B2B transaction data.
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5.1.1. Market Transaction Dataset

The Korea Electronic Taxation System Association provides the market transaction
dataset in South Korea. The dataset is a part of the Korean B2B market, not all the data of
Korean companies. A sample of the dataset is shown in Table 1. The dataset in 2018 is used.
The original dataset comprises more than 70,000 suppliers and 950,000 buyers. However,
to ensure the quality of the dataset and the credibility of the represented businesses, a data-
filtering process is employed. The study implements a 10-core setting filtering approach, a
methodology that the KGAT paper also employs. This approach entails excluding records
that involve either a buyer or a seller with a total of interactions fewer than 10. By adopting
this method, the dataset is refined to include only those entities with a more substantial
level of engagement. This refinement enhances the robustness and reliability of the data
used in the analysis. Therefore, 6677 suppliers and 15,279 buyers exist in the dataset. The
summary of the dataset statistics is presented in Table 2.

Table 1. A sample of the 2018 market transaction dataset in South Korea.

Date Sup Biz Index Sup Industry Code Byr Biz Index Byr Industry Code Item English Name

201802 S303 C25111 B395 G46739 Triple glass production and delivery
201804 S307 C21210 B508 C21210 Generic-Dexphine Tabs (300 mg)
201801 S613 C29241 B613 C25912 January scrap metal
201805 S124 C11111 B402 G46331 Kooksundang Makgeolli-Rice
201803 S106 C21210 B108 G46441 Gaslon Tab. 4 mg, et

Table 2. Summary of the market transaction dataset: the number of suppliers, the number of buyers,
the number of interactions, and the sparsity of the dataset.

Number of Suppliers 6677
Number of Buyers 15,279

Number of Interactions 347,388
The sparsity of the dataset 99.66%

The dataset includes the date, supplier business index, supplier industry code, buyer
business index, buyer industry code, and transaction item name. The trading items are
Korean, but an English translation is shown for the comprehension purpose. The method
of extracting keywords from transaction names is described in Section 5.1.3. The industry
code is called the Korea Standard Industry Code, which provides a classification of specific
business types. For example, “C25111” means the manufacture of metal doors, windows,
shutters, and related products. Figure 2 shows the distributions of industry types for both
suppliers and buyers. The analysis of the suppliers’ industry distribution reveals that most
of them operate in the manufacturing or the wholesale and retail sectors.

Figure 2. Industry code distributions of suppliers (left) and buyers (right).
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5.1.2. Overall Relations of Knowledge Graphs

A knowledge graph of buyers can be created with three relations in the dataset: trade
item names, supplier industry code, and buyer industry code. A sample of the knowledge
graph is exhibited in Figures 3 and 4. In these Figures, the knowledge graph contains
the information based on buyers. Hence, the supplier’s industry code can be interpreted
as the industry code of supplier companies that the buyers are interested in as shown
in Figure 4. The importance of each relation appears in Figure 5, which shows the F1
score when recommending Top@N popular buyers to each supplier in each relation. The
buyer’s interested supplier industrial code is not in Figure 5, because its F1 score keeps
increasing until Top@90. Starting from 1.66, the F1 score increases to a maximum of 19.331.
The F1 score for each relation’s Top-N recommendation is executed to verify whether
buyers’ features influence a recommendation. Figure 5 reflects that buyer’s industry code
is significantly related to the recommendation.

Figure 3. A sample of collaborative knowledge graph based on buyers’ trade items. Through the
knowledge graph (blue dotted line box), even areas not recommended by collaborative filtering (pink
dotted line box) can be recommended.

Figure 4. A sample of collaborative knowledge graph of all entities like keyword, buyer industry
code, and buyer’s interested supplier industry code.

Three advantages of a knowledge-based recommender system are as follows. (1) The
knowledge-based recommender system can recommend even unrecommended areas in
CF. According to Figure 3, a pink box (CF) represents interactions between suppliers and
buyers, and a blue box shows a knowledge graph of buyers. For example, supplier S311
in the red area is not connected to buyers who are associated with other suppliers in the
blue area. Thus, buyer B403 cannot be recommended to supplier S311 through CF, but
with a keyword knowledge graph (blue dotted box), the B403 buyer can be linked to
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the S311 supplier. (2) With the knowledge graph, it is possible to find companies with
more similar demands than CF. Even though buyer B620 and buyer 403 seem unrelated
in the collaborative filtering box (Figure 3), they are connected to the same entities in the
knowledge graph according to Figure 3. They both have bought items with “Kappa engine”
and their industry code is C30121, the manufacture of passenger motor vehicles. Also,
they have traded with suppliers whose industry code is C30310, the manufacture of parts
and accessories for motor engines. It can be seen that B125 is a similar company to B620,
although the industry code is different. Consequently, more similar buyers can be mapped
through entities of the knowledge graph. (3) With side information, recommendation
factors become more diverse. Side information in the knowledge graph, such as keywords
and industry code, helps to better understand buyers. If the weight between entities can be
calculated, it can also be known which entity each buyer is interested in. Fortunately, the
KGAT can calculate the weight between entities through the attention score.

Figure 5. A buyer(item)-based Top@N F1 score. Major industry code is buyers’ major classification
code, such as manufacturer (C). The industry code is a complete 6-digit industry code.

5.1.3. Keyword Feature Extraction for Knowledge Graphs

As shown in Table 1, trading item names need to be preprocessed. The process depicted
in Figure 6 is carried out. For natural language processing (NLP) in the trade item text,
four techniques are used: Mecab, a branching entropy, a cohesion score, and TF-IDF. Mecab
is an open-source library designed for Korean language text mining. Like Mecab, there
are other tagging classes, such as Kkm, Okt, Komoran, and Hannanum. However, Mecab
is the fastest tagging class among them [15]. In the 2018 transaction data, there are more
than 40,000 unique transaction items from supplier companies, which are manufacturers.
Therefore, Mecab is applied to reduce the computation time. Basic nouns can be extracted
with Mecab, and words not registered in Mecab can be extracted by adding them to a user
dictionary. For extracting words not registered in Mecab, cohesion and branching entropy
are calculated for a text string. The cohesion score is a value obtained by calculating the
probability of the following character appearing when the other characters are given, while
increasing the context from the left [16]. A branching entropy calculates uncertainty for
the following character after being given successive characters [17]. For example, at the
position where one word is complete, various postpositions or combination words may
follow, leading to an increase in entropy value. The cohesion equation is shown in Equation
(9), and the branching entropy is in Equation (10) [16,17]. New words are extracted by
measuring word scores multiplied by cohesion and branching entropy. Nevertheless,
neologisms extracted through cohesion and branching entropy also encompass compound
words, which should not be classified as neologisms:

cohesion(C1:n) = (
n−1

∏
i=1

P(C1:i+1 | C1:i))
1

n−1 (9)

H(X | Xn) = − ∑
x∈X

P(x|xn)logP(x|xn) (10)
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Figure 6. A keyword extraction pipeline from transaction items.

After extracting Mecab nouns and neologisms by cohesion and branching entropy,
if the Mecab nouns’ combinations are in the neologisms, they are added to the list as
compound nouns. Then, from a neologism’s extraction list, a list is created, excluding
the list of Mecab nouns and compound nouns. An example is depicted in Table 3. The
preprocessed neologisms are grouped by the supplier’s major industry code, and the
TF-IDF of the words is calculated. To filter neologisms that are necessary, only words
with TF-IDF above the average are extracted, and the number of <span> tags in HTML
is calculated when each word is google searched. The reason for obtaining the number
of <span> tags by searching google for each word is to verify indirectly whether it is a
word that is used in practice or not. The extracted words are checked heuristically, and the
necessary words are added to Mecab as a user dictionary.

Through the word extraction process, the performance of the potential customer
recommender system is improved. After extracting new words and compound nouns, the
highest F1 score becomes 15.765 from the previous 11.761 at the Top@1 recommendation. It
can be confirmed that NLP helped improve performance.

Table 3. A sample of a trading item in natural language processing.

Item Name Nouns Extracted Using Mecab Words Not in Mecab Compound Noun Preprocessed New Word

Johnnie Walker Blue
Sales Commission Sales, Commission Johnnie Walker Blue,

Sales Commission Sales Commission Johnnie Walker Blue

6. Experiments Setup
6.1. Evaluation Metrics

Except for interactions between suppliers and buyers, all the interactions that have
not interacted each other are treated as negative items. The interaction rating is 1 if there
is an interaction and 0 otherwise. As the evaluation metric, recall@20 is adopted. This is
because the average actions of buyers have about 20 interactions with suppliers.

6.2. Baselines

As reported by the KGAT paper, they compare the KGAT with SL models like FM,
NFM, etc. Basically, in this work, three other models are compared with the KGAT: FM,
AutoInt, and KGCN.

6.3. Parameter Settings

The KGAT model is implemented in Pytorch. Most of the parameters are based on
the KGAT paper [6]. All the embedding size is fixed to 64, and the batch size is fixed at
1024. For each interaction, four negative samplings are added. In the KGCN, one iter is
conducted because the performance is the best at one iter. For the AutoInt, three layers are
set. The depth of the KGAT (L) is with three hidden dimensions: 64, 32, and 16. For each
dataset, 80% of the interaction records are randomly selected as the training set, 10% as the
validation set, and the remaining 10% as the test set. Top N is tuned in {5, 10, 20, 30, 40},
where the valid metric that recall@N also follows Top N.
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6.4. Results

Recall@20 is adopted as an evaluation metric for comparison with other models. To
account for potential variations caused by different random seeds, each model is executed
five times with different random seeds, producing results for recall, NDCG, hit, precision,
and MRR. Subsequently, a one-way ANOVA test is conducted on these results. The
analysis yields a p-value of 0.999 for all models, indicating that there is no statistically
significant difference among the evaluated metrics. Thus, it can be concluded that the
performance of all models remains consistent regardless of the specific random seed used.
Table 4 shows the results of the baselines and the KGAT. The random method refers to a
recommendation approach, where items are randomly recommended to users with equal
probability. Randomly recommending companies show recall and hit rate that are close to
zero because the sparsity of the dataset is about 99.66%. As anticipated, the KGAT performs
best with 0.2121 (Recall@20), followed by the KGCN with 0.1948. The bold text indicates the
highest score for each. This observation suggests that the integration of knowledge-based
interactions, attention mechanisms, and graph convolutional networks of the KGAT confers
a competitive advantage in transactional data. Referring to the fact that recall@20 is 0.1981
for Movielens, the most representative dataset in the recommendation, it seems that the
performance is favorable [18]. Figure 7 illustrates the performance based on Top@N, where
N is {5, 10, 20, 30, 40}. As the value of N increases, both the recall and hit rate show an
upward trend, while the precision exhibits a downward trend. In addition, the KGAT
demonstrates superior performance across almost all Top@N result values. The KGAT
performance of each relation is indicated in Table 5. While using all relations may not result
in the highest performance, it is utilized for various interpretations. This work aims not
only to improve performance but also to consider the analytical perspective.

Table 4. Comparison of the overall performance in the test set based on the average results obtained
from five different random seeds.

Models Recall@20 Hit@20

Random 0.0013 0.0498
KGAT 0.2121 0.3639
KGCN 0.1948 0.3348
AutoInt 0.0607 0.2911

FM 0.1543 0.2813

Figure 7. Performance comparison according to Top N. (In the leftmost chart, the metrics displayed
are recall, precision, and hit rate).

Figure 8 provides a clear and visually intuitive representation of the KGAT attention
mechanism, showcasing the analytical perspective of the study. It effectively elucidates
the reasoning behind the recommendations of buyer D to supplier A and buyer H to
supplier E. Focusing on the relationship between supplier A and buyer D, as depicted
in the left portion of the figure, it can be observed that buyer B, who has more influence
in its dealings with supplier A, belongs to the field of electrical precision instruments
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(C34020), and is associated with waste-related businesses. Additionally, another customer
of supplier A, buyer C, is involved in businesses requiring underwater pumps and belts.
Consequently, the recommendation model suggests that buyer D’s company, similar to
buyers B and C, may also demonstrate interest in the products offered by supplier A.
The right portion of the figure illustrates the reasons behind the recommendations for
other companies. This visualization not only demonstrates the potential for personalized
prospect recommendations but also enhances the study’s explanatory power. The attention
scores in the KGAT are better for comparisons within a single connectivity layer. For
instance, (Supplier A→ Buyer B, Supplier A→ Buyer C) represents one layer, while (Buyer
B, Buyer C→ side information) represents another layer. It is advisable to interpret the
attention scores as a measure for ranking comparisons rather than quantifying their exact
meaning. To conduct a comprehensive analysis, it is important to consider attention scores
not only from the side information but also from the interactions between users (suppliers)
and items (buyers). This allows us to capture additional factors in the analysis.

Table 5. The KGAT performance comparison according to relations.

Relations Recall@20 Precision@20 Hit@20 # Triples

Interested Supplier Industry Code 0.224 0.0365 0.3834 469,594
Buyer Industry Code 0.2278 0.0362 0.3792 29,302
Keyword 0.211 0.0345 0.3626 3,488,792
All Three 0.2116 0.0343 0.3612 3,987,688

Figure 8. Real example of attention scores between entities.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

This work introduces a new framework for a B2B recommender system with the goal
of identifying potential prospects in the B2B domain. Various recommendation algorithms
are considered, and the KGAT is found to perform well. Additionally, a buyer’s knowledge
graph is introduced, incorporating features, such as traded item names and industry codes
of buyers and suppliers, for potential customer identification. A new word extraction
process is also proposed to improve performance. Furthermore, the visualization of the
attention mechanism provides insights into the reasons behind the recommendations, which
can be valuable for marketing and sales teams. They can utilize the visualization to identify
similar companies and understand buyer interests. This study represents a novel attempt
to showcase the scalability of the recommender system in the B2B domain. It is anticipated
that this research will assist B2B supply companies in identifying potential customers.

To further advance this study, there are several aspects that should be taken into
consideration. Firstly, it is crucial to tackle the performance drop of the KGAT with
increasing triples. Efficient graph learning and embedding strategies can play a vital
role in optimizing performance. Moreover, to further extend the potential of the KGAT
model, the incorporation of additional side information from users could be explored.
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For instance, integrating supplementary details, such as user interests, into the model
can provide more sophisticated recommendations. Additionally, the efficiency of the
KGAT model is substantially dependent on the quality and availability of the fundamental
knowledge graph and data. Hence, focusing on improving data quality and reducing noise
can significantly enhance performance. Considering these avenues of development, the
KGAT model can evolve into a more effective and accurate B2B recommendation system.
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